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ABSTRACT

Solving the Schrodinger non-relativistic equation of a particle moving under
the influence of the potential V(6) = u ( l - cos$) leeds to us to the standard
Mathieu equation. Jahnke-Emde's{1938), the periodic solutions are Mathieu
functions of even order. With an approximation we study two important
limiting cases, a simple quantum rotator and one-dimensional linear oscillator.
We show the dynamical groups of these special, and a further study of the real
problem connects us an Euclidean group of 2D. An IR.R of matrix elements
give us the energy levels. The interface between the E2 and Bassel Functions
ie showed.

§1. Introduction
The concept of dynamical groups was initiated by A.O. Barut1 and it has been

further developed and used also under the names of non invariance groups and spec-
trum generating groups by different authors5. The dynamical group of a quantum
mechanical syBtem is non-compact, and an irreducible representation space of which
contains all the states of this system and generators of which are connected with the
energy or mass operator. The description of physical system by dynamical groups is
equivalent to usual quantum mechanical description but more geometric. The best
two known examples3 of this application to quantum mechanics6 were H-atom and
Harmonic oscillator.
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§2. Generalities

If a mass is constrained to move on a circle while acted on by uniform force field,

the mechanical problem so presented is that of a physical pendulum4. This problem

is one whose wave functions were known to mathematicians before the development

of quantum mechanics, being in fact the Mathieu functions* of even order. Denoting

the position of the particle on the circle by the angle #=Aq, the potential energy is

given by V{9) = ui(l — cosB) and the wave equation6 becomes

— TTTJ" ' + ^(1 — cos@)u = Eu (1)

The energy spectrum of these oscillations are not linear. But in the same way, it

was well explained in [5], The relation between the linear and angular interpretation

was even shown in [7].

The Hamiltonian H of a particle in periodic potential is given by

(2)

The following operators

J = pq, J+ = q, J~ =

satisfy the commutation relations(fi = c = 1)

1 -
(3)

(*)

A substitution into operators(3) J) = 2if and t) small we have

J = W , j+=q, J ^ 1 " : : ^ : ^ &

the operators (5) form q-algebra, and the parameter of 77 is called deformation of

SO(2,1). If we let the Eq(4) ij -> 0, we have two cases. The first is to multiply q~l

Jt = J pq, J3 = j + J = (

which satisfy the commutation relations of Lie Algebra of SO(2,1),

from right so we have J~ —* \j?q = J which satisfy the commutation relation

[J,J+l = - i J + , [J,J-]=iJ- [J+,J~] = iJ (6)

the second case that we shall not consider is to multiply from left, J~ —* ±q~lpiqi =

\p*q - tp — q~l. From combinations of the operators(6) we get

i i \ \ (7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

the Casimir operator is given by

in the last expression of Eq(4), tj —> 0 gives us " n W ~ J and (4) reduces to algebra

of SU(1,1), of simple rotator7, r] -> 00 we get zeros of "»M and [J+, J'] ~ 0 so

Eq(4) reduces to Euclidian group £? and there is group contraction between these

two extremes.

Commutation of Hamiltonian H of Eq(2) with J will give us

[H,J\ = -i{Z-- = -iK (12)

If A —» 0 K reduces to Hamiltonian of upside-down harmonic oscillator. By using

the lemma(l) we get simple discrete spectrum which is the same as in [5].

From eq(2) we can introduce

P
X

i = \ncos\q Ln = \n$in\q

3
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C and Q. = Ln ± Kn satisfy the commutation relation of ,

Then our Hamiltonian can be written as

^ 2 w o o

the Casimir operator

(14)

(15)

(16)

to construct the general unitary representations of Et, first let us define raising and

lowering operators consisting of generators (Eq. 14)

T± = C ± if? (17)

it is easy to verify that they commute with eachother and satisfy the following

commutation relations with the generator £

it is even easy to show that

(18)

(19)

Q has unique eigenvalue for each irreducible representation. For unitary representa-

tions, the genators (£, C" 1 0 a r e mapped into hermitian operators (T± = T^). From

Eq(16) the eigenvalues of Q are positive definite and we denote a2{> 0). Any UIR

of Ei is also a unitary (always reducible) representation of the subgroup SO(S). The

representation space is therefore a direct sum of one dimensional subspace labeled

by the eigenvalue m of ( (m=0, ±1, ±2,..)

Let's consider the basis vector which are simultaneous eigenvectors of Q and £,

Q\am >= \am > a2 a1 > 0 (20)

C\am >= \am > m m = 0,±l , . . (21)

Eq(18) requires T±\am > to be eigenstate of (, will eigenvalue (m ± 1) and normal-

ization

< am\Tl\arn >-< am\T±T+\am >=< am Q\am >= a2 < am\\am >= a2 (22)

we must consider two distinct cases:

i. For a2 = 0, the Eq. 22 implies

7±0m >= 0

the representation is one dimensional,

C|0m >= jOm >

ii. For a? > 0 we shall define

|«,m±l >=T±\am>{±i/a)

(23)

(24)

(25)

given any initial reference vector \arno >, repeated application of of T± as in Eq(24)

leads to sequences of basis vectors {\am >,m = 0,±1,±2,..}. The representa-

tion space is clearly infinite dimensional. In this space, the matrix elements of the

generators are:

< am'\(\am >= m6™' (26)

< am'\T±\am >= =Fta«™±, (27)
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and representation matrices for finite transformations are given by

Da(b6)™' = e'"''m~m'*'jm^m>(a6)e'mt (28)

where b, 4> are polar coordinates of the 2 vector b, and Jn is the Bassel function of

first kind.

§. APPENDIX A

Lemma7 1

The following operators

satisfy the commutation relation of the Lie Algebra SO(2,1)(SU(1,1))

[ro,r4] = iT, [r4,r] = -«r0 [r,ro] = -«r4 (30)

the Casimir operator

0 4 16 4' 4

thus the equation of(21) is a realization of the representation V+ of SU(1,1). The

eq(21) and eq(23) immediately solve the dynamical equation for linear oscillator

with Hamiltonian equation

for substitution q = (^jpjas and 2FQ = ^jH, eq(24) can be written as

Au

(32)

(33)

thus the eigenstates \n > of Fo with discrete eigenvalues n+^ n=0,l,.. and provide

the space of solutions

H\n>=hv{n + -)\n> (34)
2

5. APPENDIX B

Let us take the perturbation of a free electron due to the crystal lattice by periodic

potential Vicos{1irxja)

H' = {V1/2)(exp{2Trix/a) + exp{-2irix/a)).

The first order of wave function is

subject to k' = k — 2irn/a. The solutions(27) is of Bloch form as required. We have

Ek' = h2k'7/2m. The energy to the second order is

- Ek
(36)

the denominator

vanishes for k = vn/a in this point the discontinuity of energy gives us AE = 2|Vn|,

so the energy lying between

are forbidden. Outside of this we have

h 2 ( k -
2m

(37)
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